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ABSTRACT 
 

English is one of the most widely spoken languages in the 

world these days. Most of the commercial websites are also 

being designed in the English language. So, we need a 

language translation system to understand all websites and all 

information from the internet. This paper is one part of the 

English-Myanmar Machine Translation system. In our system, 

the tagged English text is accepted as input. Firstly, these tags 

are tokenized. Each phrase is tokenized. The structure is 

basically a list of tokens. The linguistics clues are normalized. 

And then the dictionary lookup is performed. The guessing 

process is applied. Since the files are sorted according to 

alphabetically, required information can be searched quickly 

with a binary search. The dictionary-based translation 

technique produces one or more translation terms in the target 

language for each term in the source language. We propose a 

method called word sense disambiguation to solve the 

ambiguity of words. By using this technique and bilingual 

lexicon, the system may retrieve correct translated words. 

 

Keywords— Language translation, Machine translation, Word 

sense disambiguation, Bilingual lexicon 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Processing of human languages is actually one of the arguments 

of greater interest in the field of Artificial Intelligence. Major 

concerns our understanding of the natural languages and perform 

multi-dimensional processing as information retrieval, text 

summarization, scenario understanding, machine translation, 

grammar inference, document classification, language 

translation and so many other applications [18]. 

 

Through the past centuries, a huge amount of documents have 

been written and translated manually in different languages. 

Some parallel texts are stored electronically and most of the new 

multilingual corpora will be stored using computers [17]. 

Recently, deep linguistic processing, which aims to provide a 

useful semantic representation, has become the focus of more 

research, as parsing technologies improve in both speed and 

robustness. 

 

The lexicon can be used to automatically translate on a word by 

word basis and in some cases phrase by phrase. There are 

instances in all languages where a phrase may not make sense 

when broken down word by word into another language. 

There are many related works on lexicon modelling in recent 

years. We require the availability of the examples from which to 

learn. The types of examples these methods require are parallel 

texts that have been manually and decide which words are a 

translation of each other and then indicate this somehow in a 

form that a computer program can utilize. 

 

An important requirement for machine translation is the 

existence of a bilingual lexicon containing large sets source-

language/ target-language correspondences. A translation system 

or online dictionary can be used to identify good documents for 

translation. For the purpose of multilingual document retrieval, 

such a search engine must have access to a (bilingual or 

multilingual) dictionary to translate queries (or indexes). In this 

paper, we construct a semantic analysis architecture for English 

to Myanmar language translation system. 

 

2. RELATED WORK 
A statistical Translation Model (TM) is a mathematical model in 

which the process of human language translation is statistically 

modelled [11]. Model parameters are automatically estimated 

using a corpus of translation pairs. TMs have been used for 

statistical machine translation (Berger et al., 1996), word 

alignment of a translation corpus (Melamed, 2000), multilingual 

document retrieval (Franz et al., 1999), automatic dictionary 

construction (Resnik and Melamed, 1997), and data preparation 

for word sense disambiguation programs (Brown et al., 1991). 

Developing a better TM is a fundamental issue for those 

applications [10]. 

 

Researchers at IBM first described such a statistical TM (Brown 

et al., 1988). Their models are based on a string-to-string noisy 

channel model. The channel converts a sequence of words in one 

language (such as English) into another (such as French). The 

channel operations are movements, duplications, and 

translations, applied to each word independently. The movement 

is conditioned only on word classes and positions in the string, 

and the duplication and translation are conditioned only on the 

word identity. 

 

Mathematical details are fully described in (Brown et al., 1993). 

One criticism of the IBM-style TM is that it does not model 

structural or syntactic aspects of the language. The TM was only 

demonstrated for a structurally similar language pair (English 

and French). It has been suspected that a language pair with very 
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different word order such as English and Japanese would not be 

modelled well by these TMs [11]. 

 

The reorder operation is intended to model translation between 

languages with different word orders, such as SVO (Subject, 

Verb, Object) -languages (English or Chinese) and SOV (Subject, 

Object, Verb) -languages (Japanese or Myanmar or Turkish). The 

word-insertion operation is intended to capture linguistic 

differences in specifying syntactic cases. E.g., English and 

French use structural position to specify case, while Japanese 

and Korean use case-marker particles. Wang (1998) enhanced 

the IBM models by introducing phrases, and Och et al. (1999) 

used templates to capture phrasal sequences in a sentence. Both 

also tried to incorporate structural aspects of the language, 

however, neither handles nested structures [14]. 

 

Wu (1997) and Alshawi et al. (2000) showed statistical models 

based on syntactic structure [13]. The way we handle syntactic 

parse trees is inspired by their work, although their approach is 

not to model the translation process, but to formalize a model 

that generates two languages at the same time. Following 

(Brown et al., 1993) and the other literature in TM, this paper 

only focuses only on one part of the details of TM. This is Source 

Target transfer part. Applications of our TM, such as machine 

translation or dictionary construction, will be described in a 

separate paper.  

 

3. DESCRIPTION OF THE MACHINE 

TRANSLATION ARCHITECTURE 
Firstly, I would like to introduce the whole translation process. 

This is called the architecture of Machine Translation. This 

architecture is shown in figure 1.  

 

In this architecture, source language text (English) is accepted as 

input. These texts are analyzed by some parser (example link 

grammar, tree tagger or Gate) in source text analyzing phase. The 

output of this phase is tagged in English texts. They are then 

transferred into corresponding Myanmar texts by using English-

Myanmar Bilingual Lexicon and Word Sense Disambiguation 

algorithm. This second phase is called Source-Target Transfer 

phase. This phase is the major description of this paper. Then 

Myanmar texts are generated as Myanmar Language texts using 

Myanmar Lexicon. This phase is the final one and is known as 

Target text generation. The final output is the target language text 

(Myanmar). With this architecture, our proposed system 

concerns with only source target transfer process. 

Source Text  Analyzing

Source Language  Text

Source Target  Transfer

Target Text Generation

Target Language Text  
Fig. 1: Main components in machine translation 

4. COMPONENTS IN PROPOSE ARCHITECTURE 
Figure 2 illustrates the major steps in my propose architecture. 

The detail description of each component is as follows:  

 

4.1 Tokenization process 

In this process, the input is English (tagged) sentence. We need 

to tokenize input tags to find easily in appropriate tables from the 

bilingual lexicon. The structure is basically a list of tokens. The 

linguistics clues are normalized. To more clearly, I would like to 

describe with an example. 

 

Example: I want to read the best book. 

          [ I ] [ want ][ to read ][ the best book ] 

           1    2      3         4 

(These are chunk numbers) 

 

The sentence is tagged and numbered the chunk during the 

Source text analyzing process. Each chunk is separated by a 

square bracket. After tokenizing, we get the following 

information for a chunk. 

 

PRED I/NC/STRT-STP/PP/I   ( chunk type) 

IDX  1  ( Index number ) 

FUNC  SUBJ ( Function of the word ) 

ARG  NULL(functional relation ) 

 This information is for ‘I’.  

 

PRED want/VC/STRT-STP/VBP/want 

           

            (root word)     

IDX  2 

FUNC  ACTIVE 

ARG  1, 3(functional relation to chunk 1 and 3) 
 

This information is for ‘want’. 

And other information for each chunk may be obtained. 

After tokenization, we get part of speech, root word and their 

arguments for each chunk. 

 

4.2 Performing dictionary lookup 

To do this process, first of all, we need to construct Bilingual 

lexicon. So, I would like to describe the creation of lexicon 

briefly. 

 

4.2.1 Creation of Bilingual Lexicon: This lexicon contains 

information about nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs and some 

phrases in English-Myanmar languages. All dictionary 

information for entries is structured in attributes: 

 Head-word as in English 

 Part of speech 

 Myanmar meaning 

 Definition 

 Morpheme: ~ suffix, ~prefix 

 Frequency of word 

 Compound Nouns  

 Example sentence 
 

In developing our lexicon, it has been convenient to divide the 

work into two interdependence tasks. One task has to construct 

the source files that contain the data. The second task was to 

create a set of computer programs that would accept the source 

files and do all the work leading ultimately to the generation of 

a display for the user. We construct Noun, Verb, Adjective and 

Adverb tables. The database is in a Unicode format that is human 

and machine readable. Each file is in an alphabetized list of all 

of the word forms in the dictionary. The files are sorted 

alphabetically. 
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Fig. 2: Architecture of the proposed system 

 

After creation of the lexicon, the guessing process is applied. If 

the tags are CD,CC,FW, IN,NN, NNS, NP, NPS, POS, PP, PP$, 

SYM, UH, WDT, WP, WP$ and DT, we will search in noun table. 

If the tags are JJ.JJR, JJS and PDT, we will search in adjective 

tables. If the tags are RB, RBR, RBS and WRB, we will search 

in Adverb table. If the tags are MD, RP, VB, VBD, VBG, VBN, 

VBP and VBZ, we will search in the verb table. The meanings 

of abbreviation are shown in the appendix. Since the files are 

sorted according to alphabetically, required information can be 

searched quickly with a binary search.  
 

4.3 Semantic analysis for the ambiguity of words 

In any application where a computer has to process natural 

language, ambiguity is a problem. Many words have several 

meanings or senses. For such words given out of context, there 

is this ambiguity about how they are to be interpreted. A Word 

Sense Disambiguation technique is used. Word sense 

disambiguation is the process of identifying the correct meanings 

of words in particular contexts. Word sense disambiguation has 

been a research area in Natural Language Processing for almost 

the beginning of this field. It is known that whenever a system’s 

actions depend on the meaning of the text being processed, 

disambiguation is beneficial or even necessary. The most 

important robust methods in word sense disambiguation are 

machine learning methods and dictionary-based methods. For 

our application, we used the dictionary based approach. 

Selecting the right word translation among several options in the 

lexicon is a core problem for machine translation. 
 

The dictionary-based translation technique produces one or more 

translation terms in the target language for each term in the 

source language. The sense disambiguation process as follows: 

1. Obtain the translation terms of the given English term from 

the dictionary. 

2. Calculate probabilities of the word by using Markov chain for 

the same English term. 

 

An approach to estimate word translation probabilities is to use 

the frequencies of the translation word. 

We may obtain the counts as follows: 

  count             translation 

c1                 E1 

.                  . 

.                  . 

.                  . 

cn                En 

We now calculate the translation probabilities. 

    Pw= c1/( c1+c2+…..+cn)              (1) 

3. Select the translation term from terms obtained in step 1 that 

has the highest value in the entries obtained in step 2. 

4. If the English term is not found in the dictionary then it is taken 

without translation 

 

Some words are more probably before or after some other words. 

We need to find these probabilities. We may guess the word if 

we know the nearby ones. 

 

Let's a sequence of states be xi. 

The sequence {xn} is said to be a Markov chain. 

  

P(xn,xn-1…..,x1)=P(xn /xn-1)            (2) 

 

Since the number of states is finite, we use a finite state Markov 

chain. 

P = P(X1)  





1

1

)/1(
n

i

XiXiP           (3) 

 

4.4 Rearranging required output 

Since the tags are separated one by one, we need to collect these 

tags. By rearranging these tags, it is more convenient to process 

in the next step. We rearrange the tags according to input tags. 

We labelled the chunk numbers and rearranging process is done 

according to this order. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 
We have described the text translation method for structurally 

different languages. We describe the overview of semantic 

analysis to the translation system. We proposed a worse sense 

disambiguation algorithm for our system. By using this 

algorithm and lexicon, may retrieve the correct translated word. 
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